MFA Craft Editing
Unit Title
FHEQ Level
Unit Code
Credit Value
Unit Type

MCE01 Assembly
7
MCE01
30
Mandatory

Indicative Learning Hours

Staff – Student Contact Hours
Pre-recorded Classes
Live classes (webinars)
Individual Tutorials
Total

8
8
2
18

Independent Study Hours
Independent Study and Practice
Preparation for Assessment

252
30

300

Unit Description

In this unit we cover a wide range of preparatory operations and skills, techniques and
concepts that form the bedrock of every craft editor’s practice. From how an editor looks
at raw footage to how we structure a sync arc, to how we ‘paint the perfect pictures’ in
our scenes. This unit covers the foundations of how an editor thinks, sees, and begins to
create a story.
As well as engaging in editing practice you will learn how the things you make are developed
and enhanced by critical thinking, re-iteration and analysis.
Online Tutorials will cover:
Entering the mindset of the editor. From what's expected of us, to how to start thinking
like a professional.
Organisation is essential in narrative editing. How to set up and structure workflows to
maximise creativity.
Classifying, organising and compartmentalising styles of footage we find in primetime
television production.
How to create a focused journalistic sync structure.
Ways of cutting pictures to best complement our sync arc.
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Developing the professional mindset of an editor
Project organisation and workflow
Footage classification and breakdown
Narrative structure in sync and picture
Picture cutting to complement the sync arc
Editing as iterative craft: working and reworking your story through client feedback

Unit Aims

● Gain In-depth knowledge of the professional behaviours of an editor
● establish the key skills, processes and operations preparatory to cutting stories
● understand and categorise different kinds of media
• Understand story arcs in sync and picture sequences
● appreciate the iterative process of story development through cut/review/recut
● Start to develop critical appreciation of film and tv stories as edited artefacts

Unit Learning Outcomes

On successful completion of this unit, you will be able toLO1 effectively apply media management skills preparatory to cutting a sequence
LO2 skilfully apply editing techniques to tell stories with strong sync arcs and effective use of
cutaway material
LO3 employ professional and analytical skills to meet deadlines and develop and enhance edited
sequences

Learning and Teaching Methods

This Unit will be delivered using a combination of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Briefings
Live and Pre-recorded Lectures
One-to-one tuition
Tutor and peer-to-peer feedback
Demonstrations
Master classes
Self-directed study
Active learning/doing
Problem-solving

Assessment methods and tasks

Assessment for this unit will conform to LOs and marking criteria and will typically be
based on the delivery of:
• Edited work
• Evidence (ie project screenshots)
• Presentations
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•

Peer-to-peer feedback

Assessment tasks

Weighting (%) (one grade or multi-grade
unit)
100% (all work marked holistically)

Project Work

Indicative Assessment Criteria
•
•
•

Evidence of effective application of media management skills preparatory to editing a
sequence (LO1)
Delivery of projects that evidence the skilful application of editing techniques that tell
stories with strong sync arcs and effective use of cutaway material (LO2)
Delivery of projects that evidence a professional approach to deadlines and an analytical
approach to developing edited sequences (LO3)
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